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Abstract
We derive explicit transformation formulae relating the renormalized quark mass and field as
defined in the MS-scheme with the corresponding quantities defined in any other scheme. By
analytically computing the three-loop quark propagator in the high-energy limit (that is keeping
only massless terms and terms of first order in the quark mass) we find the NNNLO conversion
factors transforming the MS quark mass and the renormalized quark field to those defined in a
“Regularization Invariant” (RI ) scheme which is more suitable for lattice QCD calculations. The
NNNLO contribution in the mass conversion factor turns out to be large and comparable to the
previous NNLO contribution at a scale of 2 GeV — the typical normalization scale employed in
lattice simulations. Thus, in order to get a precise prediction for the MS masses of the light quarks
from lattice calculations the latter should use somewhat higher scale of around, say, 3 GeV where
the (apparent) convergence of the perturbative series for the mass conversion factor is better.
We also compute two more terms in the high-energy expansion of the MS renormalized quark
propagator. The result is then used to discuss the uncertainty caused by the use of the high
energy limit in determining the MS mass of the charmed quark. Finally, as a by-product of our
calculations we determine the four-loop anomalous dimensions of quark mass and field in the
Regularization Invariant scheme.
1 Introduction
Quark masses are fundamental parameters of the QCD Lagrangian. Nevertheless, their relation to
measurable physical quantities is not direct: the masses depend on the renormalization scheme and,
within a given one, on the renormalization scale .
In the realm of pQCD the denition which is most often used is based on the MS-scheme [1, 2] which
leads to the so-called short-distance MS mass. Such a denition is of great convenience for dealing
with mass-dependent inclusive physical observables dominated by short distances (for a review see [3]).
Unfortunately it is usually dicult to get precise information about the quark masses from predictions
from these considerations, as their mass dependence is relatively weak.
To determine the absolute values of quark masses, one necessarily has to rely on the methods which
incorporate the features of nonperturbative QCD. So far, the only two methods which are based on
∗Permanent address: Institute for Nuclear Research, Russian Academy of Sciences, 60th October Anniversary
Prospect 7a, Moscow 117312, Russia.
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QCD from rst principles are QCD sum rules and Lattice QCD (for recent discussions see e.g. [4]{
[13]). Rather accurate determinations of the ratios of various quarks masses can be obtained within
Chiral Perturbation Theory [14].
Lattice QCD provides a direct way to determine quark masses from rst principles. Unlike QCD
sum rules it does not require model assumptions. It is possible to carry out the systematic improvement
of Lattice QCD so that all the discretization errors proportional to the lattice spacing are eliminated
(a comprehensible review is given in [15]). The resulting quark mass is the (short distance) bare lattice
quark mass. The matching of the lattice quark masses to those dened in a continuum perturbative
scheme requires the calculation of the corresponding multiplicative renormalization constants. In the
RI scheme [16] the renormalization conditions are applied to amputated Green functions in Landau
gauge, setting them equal to their tree-level values. This allows the non-perturbative calculation of the
renormalization constants. An alternative to the RI approach is the Schroedinger functional scheme
(SF) which was used in [17, 18].
An impressive number of various lattice determinations of quark masses has recently been per-
formed (see Refs [19]{[31]).
Once the RI quark masses are determined from lattice calculations they can be related to the
MS mass by a corresponding conversion factor. By necessity this factor can be dened and, hence,
computed only perturbatively. The conversion factor is presently known at next-to-next-to-leading
order (NNLO) from [32]. The NNLO contribution happens to be numerically signicant. This makes
mandatory to know the NNNLO O(3s) term in the conversion factor.
In the present article we describe the calculation of this term. It turns out that the size of the newly
computed term is comparable to the previous one at a renormalization scale of 2 GeV | the typical
scale currently used in lattice calculations of the light quark masses. This means that perturbation
theory can not be used for a precise conversion of the presently available RI quark masses to the MS
ones. A simple analysis shows that the convergence gets much better if the scale is increased to, say,
3 GeV. Thus, once the lattice calculations produce the RI quark masses at this scale our formulas will
allow an accurate conversion to the MS masses at the same scale.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the scheme dependence of the quark eld
and mass and present a general procedure to nd corresponding conversion factors from one scheme
to another. The general technique is illustrated by constructing the conversion factors between the
MS and the RI scheme. In section 3, we present the rst few terms of the small mass expansion of the
three-loop quark-propagator in the MS scheme. In section 4 we rst present the conversion functions
for the quark mass and eld, and then investigate the validity of the massless approximation for these
functions. Then we use these results to calculate the anomalous dimensions for the quark mass and
eld in the RI scheme, the so-called RG invariant mass m^. The nal section is devoted to conclusions.
In Appendices A and B we display our results for the small mass expansion of the fermion prop-
agator and the various conversion factors with their full dependence on the group theoretical factors
CF , CA and T . In Appendix C the four loop anomalous dimensions of the quark mass and eld are
listed for the case of a SU(N) gauge group.
2 Scheme dependence of quark mass and field
2.1 Generalities
We start by considering the bare quark propagator (for simplicity we stick to the Landau gauge in
this section and, thus, do not explicitly display the gauge dependence)
S0(q; 0s;m0) = i
∫
dxeiqxhT [ 0(x)  0(0)]i = 1
m0 − =q − 0 ; (1)
with the quark mass operator 0 being conveniently decomposed into Lorentz invariant structures
according to
0 = =q0V +m0
0
S ; ; (2)
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where m0 and  0 are the bare quark mass and eld, respectively. Additionally we are using the







g being the bare QCD gauge coupling. To be precise we assume that (1) is dimensionally regulated
by going to non-integer values of the space-time dimension D = 4− 2 [33, 34]. The MS renormalized
counterpart of the Green function (1) reads
S(q; s;m; ) = i
∫
dxeiqxhT [ (x)  (0)]i = 1
m− =q − 




where the renormalized quark eld is
 = Z−1=22  0
and the ’Hooft mass parameter  is the scale at which the renormalized quark mass is dened. The
renormalization constants Z2; Z and Zm are series of the generic form




















A general theorem (rst rigorously proven for minimal subtractions in [35, 36]) states that there
is a unique choice of renormalization constants of the form (4) which makes the propagator1 nite in
the limit of D ! 4.
The independence of the bare coupling constant, mass and quark eld on  leads in the standard




















































Now let us consider the quark propagator renormalized according to a dierent subtraction pro-
cedure. Marking with a prime parameters of the second scheme one can write
S(q; 0s;m
0; ) = i
∫
dxeiqxhT [ 0(x)  0(0)]i = 1
m0 − =q − 0
= (Z 02)
−1S0(q; 0s;m0)jm0=Z′mm; 0s=Z′s ;
(8)
where without essential loss of generality we have set 0 = . The niteness of the renormalized elds
and parameters in both schemes implies that, within the perturbation theory framework, the relation
between them can be uniquely described as follows
m = Cm m0 (9)
 =
√
C2   0; (10)
1In fact all Green functions if proper renormalization constants for gluon and ghost fields are introduced.
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with the \conversion functions" being themselves finite series in 0s, i.e.











for ? = m or 2.
Note that in general the coecients Ci? may depend on the ratio m
0=. If such a dependence
is absent then the corresponding subtraction scheme is referred to as a \mass independent" one.
In what follows we mainly limit ourselves to considering this latter case. In addition, being only
interested in the conversion functions C2 and Cm, we will assume that the function C has already
been determined and, thus, will deal with the following representation of C2 and Cm in terms of the
MS coupling constant s:










The running of m0 and  0 is governed by the corresponding anomalous dimensions γm(as) and
γ2(as). A direct use of Eqs. (9,10) gives








At last, from Eq. (1) it is easy to see that
S(q) = C2  F 0(q) = C2
m0(1 − 0S)− =q(1 + 0V )
(15)
or, equivalently,
C2  (1 + V ) = 1 + 0V (16)
C2  Cm  (1− S) = 1− 0S (17)
The renormalization conditions for the non-MS scheme should then be used to provide the necessary
information about the right hand side to calculate the conversion factors Cm and C2 given the MS
renormalized V and S .
2.2 Regularization Invariant scheme versus MS
The MS subtraction scheme is intimately connected to dimensional regularization and, thus, can
not be directly used with other regularizations, including the lattice one. In addition, the physical
meaning of its normalization parameter  is not transparent and leads to the well-known ambiguities
when considering the decoupling of heavy particles.
It is well-known that the above shortcomings are absent for a wide class of so-called momentum
subtraction (MOM) schemes2. The MOM schemes require the values of properly chosen Green
functions with predened  dependent congurations of external momenta to be xed (usually to their
tree values) independently on the considered order. Practical calculations can then be performed with
any regulator (or even without it in the regulator-free approach of [37, 38]). A shortcoming of MOM
schemes is that they are in general not mass-independent which leads to a complicated running of
coupling constant(s) and mass(es).
A general analysis of the problem of constructing of mass-independent subtraction schemes was
performed long ago in [39]. Following essentially Weinberg’s ideas, a specic example of a mass
2In a sense the oldest subtraction scheme — the on-shell one for QED — can also be considered as an example of a
MOM scheme.
4
independent MOM scheme for QCD has recently been considered in [16] under the name of RI


























where the trace is to be taken over Dirac, Lorentz and colour indices. Note that the zero mass limit in
(18) means that both RIV and 
RI
S are eectively massless functions only depending on the QCD
coupling constant, the normalization point  and q2. This also implies that it is also sucient to
compute the MS functions V and S in massless QCD when computing the conversion factors from
relations (16) and (17).
Application of the renormalization conditions (18) to the conversion formulae (17) and (17) leads
to equations that can simply be solved for CRIm and C
RI
2 . All the dependence of V on q
2 is of the
form of ‘ = log(− q22 ), which simplies the trace and derivative w.r.t. q and leads to
CRI2 =
[

























= 1 ; (21)
which results in the even simpler conversion factors










Using these equations all conversion factors can easily be obtained, once the MS renormalized
expressions S and V are known.
It should be noted that in practical lattice calculations the massless limit on the left hand side
of (18) and (21) is implemented by choosing   m. On the other hand,  should be much less
than the inverse lattice spacing 1=a. Typically  is taken around 2 GeV. This means that lattice
determinations do not lead directly to the RI quark mass but rather to the mass in a dierent, mass-
dependent, scheme. The dierence between both schemes can be numerically non-negligible for the
case of the charmed quark.
Thus, for both RI and RI’ it is suggestive to introduce their mass-dependent counterparts MOM
and MOM 0 as dened by the same Eqs. (18) and (21) but without the m ! 0 requirement. The
corresponding conversion factors to the MS scheme read
CMOM2 =
[






























3 Three-loop quark propagator in MS-scheme
To nd the conversion factors for MOM and MOM 0 one needs to compute the functions V and
S including their full mass dependence. A full analytical result at two-loop level has been obtained
only recently in [41]. An extension of this calculation up to three-loops is out of reach of present
calculational technologies. Fortunately for the RI and RI’ schemes one eectively only needs to
compute massless three-loop diagrams { a problem which in principle was solved long ago in [42].
A promising approach to recover the full mass dependence of the quark propagator seems to be to
employ an expansion in (m2=q2) [43]. Indeed, as has been demonstrated in [44, 45, 46, 47] small
mass expansions can be a very eective tool for accurate predictions of mass dependences provided
one is not too close to the threshold (q2 = m2 in our case). The exact two-loop result for the quark
propagator can provide some insight into the accuracy of such an expansion.
We have analytically computed three terms in the small mass expansion of the quark propagator
to order 3s. The calculation has been done with intensive use of computer algebra programs. In
particular, we have used QGRAF [48] for the generation of diagrams and LMP [49] for the diagrammatic
small mass expansion. The small mass expansion results in products of massless propagators and
massive tadpoles. These have been evaluated with the help of the FORM packages MATAD [51] and
MINCER [50] (A detailed description of the status of these algebraic programs can be found in [52] ).
It is convenient to write the functions S=V in the following way:






Our results for the separate contributions in the Landau gauge and in the MS scheme read 3



































3 − 20972 lq −
1
6

























































3Below we keep only the nf dependence; the expressions including the full dependence on the gauge parameter and
the group theoretical factors CA, CF and T are given in Appendix A. Note also that the result for three loop massless















































































































3lqm − 5116 lqlqm +
1
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3 − 719432 nf 3 +
35
36



































































































































































nf lqm − 94 lqlqm −
1
6








nf − 9524 lq +
1
4


























































































































nf 4 − 6455576 5 +
40329
256






























































B4 − 1726851152 lq +
4703
432


























































































































































































4 RI scheme versus MS and MOM schemes
4.1 Three Loop Conversion functions
A direct use of Eqs. (19, 20, 22) and (23) leads to the following analytical expressions for the conversion
factors between the MS and RI schemes. The results are shown for QCD (SU(3)) and Landau gauge
as functions of nf ( the i are the values (i) of Riemann’s Zeta function ):




































































































































































At a scale  = 2 GeV and nf = 4, the numerical contributions of the leading order to NNNLO
terms are as follows (for simplicity we inserted s= = 0:1):
CRI2 = 1:0 + 0:0− 0:00476− 0:00508 ; (38)
CRIm = 1:− 0:1333− 0:0754− 0:0495 (39)
and
CRI’2 = 1:0 + 0:0− 0:0101− 0:0095 ; (40)
CRI’m = 1:0− 0:1333− 0:0701− 0:0458 : (41)
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One observes that the sizes of the NNLO and NNNLO contributions to CRIm at this scale amount to
about 7.5% and 5% respectively. This shows that perturbation theory can not be used for a precise
conversion of the RI quark masses to the MS ones at the renormalization scale  = 2 GeV. The
convergence can be improved if one increases  to, say, 3 GeV. Indeed, with this choice of  the
standard three-loop evolution gives s(3 GeV) = 0:262 and Eqs. (38,39) transform to
CRI2 = 1:0 + 0:0− 0:00333− 0:00296 (42)
and
CRIm = 1:0− 0:111− 0:0526− 0:0289: (43)
The accuracy of the massless approximation can be tested by computing the ratio CRI? =C
MOM
?





[−1:z − 0:5z2 + 0:16667z3 − 0:083333z4 + 0:05z5 − 1:zlz]
+ a2s
[−7:6458z+ 0:86458z2 − 3:5129z3 + 13:913z4 − 36:828z5
− 6:3264zlz + 0:10417z2lz + 2:3866z3lz + 7:3259z4lz − 71:347z5lz
− 2:zl2z + 1:0208z2l2z + 1:1956z3l2z − 6:706z4l2z + 30:991z5l2z
]
+ a3s
[−59:008z+ 48:743z2 − 41:464zlz − 5:4235z2lz − 18:829zl2z








0:28981z − 0:89236z2 + 1:5284z3 − 3:3649z4 + 7:6945z5
+ 0:25zlz − 0:39583z2lz + 0:45602z3lz − 2:2796z4lz + 23:231z5lz









where lz = log(−m2=2) and we have evaluated the coecients in the series in z with nf = 4.
To illustrate the quality of these expansions, we have plotted (see gures 1 and 2) the ratio of
the 1, 2 and 3 loop coecients of CMOMm and C
RI
m as functions of 1=z = −2=m2 in the Landau
gauge and for simplicity with nf = 4 for all values of z. The circles in the plots for 1 and 2 loops
correspond to the exact results from [41]. The convergence of the small mass (corresponding to large
negative values of 1=z) expansions is good for 1=z < −4, where the expansions for higher orders of z
are almost indistinguishable as well among each other as well as from the numbers received from the
exact 2 loop propagator. On the other hand, due to the z ln(z)i; i = 1; : : : ; l ( where l is the number of
loops) terms, the MOM coecients are approaching the corresponding values in the RI -scheme for
increasing jzj only very slowly. This makes the RI -scheme as an approximation to the MOM -scheme
for the c quark useless.
4.2 Four Loop Quark Anomalous Dimensions
We start from the MS scheme. The quark mass anomalous dimension was computed at four loops






























Figure 1: The ratio of the RI and MOM scheme conversion functions CMOM2;l =C
RI
2;l as functions of
−2=m2. Shown are the coecients in the expansion in as= as expansions to order z to z5 (z2 for
3 loops). Note that in Landau gauge C?2 = 0 , for 2 loops some numeric values for the exact mass
dependence are shown as well.
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The result for the quark eld anomalous dimension was found by one of the authors in the course























































































For completeness we also give the eld anomalous dimension for the case of QED with nf dierent
fermion species5:
4γ2 is gauge dependent and in the Landau gauge γ
(0)
2 = 0; the results for SU(N) group in general covariant gauge
are given in Appendix C.
5For the QED case, all gauge dependence is in γ
(0)





























































In order to compute the corresponding anomalous dimensions for the RI and RI’ schemes, one
just needs to make use of Eqs. (46) to (49) in combination with the three loop conversion functions
from section 4.1. As a result for the QCD case we get for the RI scheme:











































































The corresponding equations for the RI’ scheme are:












































































The quark eld anomalous dimensions for the RI and RI’ schemes are given in Appendix C.
4.3 NNNLO relation for the RI quark mass and the RGI mass mˆq




























( γ1 − 1 γ0)3 + 12( γ1 −
1 γ0)( γ2 + 1










Here γi = γ
(i)
m =0, i = i=0, (i=1,2,3) and i are the coecients of the QCD beta-function as






































































An important property of m^q is its  and scheme independence. The latter follows from the fact that








and from the well-known universality of the one loop coecients of the quark mass anomalous dimen-
sion and the -function.
Evaluating the four loop approximation of the c-function in the RI and RI’ schemes, we can state
our results for the conversion functions as a relation between the RG invariant mass m^ and the masses
mRI and mRI’:














































































































In this paper we have analytically computed the rst few terms of the high-energy expansion of the
three-loop quark propagator. These results have been used to nd the NNNLO conversion factors
transforming the MS quark mass and the renormalized quark eld to those dened in the RI scheme
which is more suitable for lattice QCD calculations. The newly computed NNNLO corrections are
numerically signicant and should be taken into account when transforming the RI quark masses to
the MS ones.
We also have presented the four loop results for the quark mass and wave function anomalous
dimensions in the RI and RI’ schemes.
In principle, the knowledge of N4LO conversion factors would be useful to even better control the
convergence of the perturbation series. Unfortunately, such a calculation requires the knowledge of
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Note added
The main new ndings of the present work have been communicated before publication to David
Broadhurst (the four loop quark wave function anomalous dimension in the MS scheme) and to
Damir Becirevic (the NNNLO transformation formulae as well as the four loop quark mass anomalous
dimensions in RI and RI’ schemes). As a result, in [57] the NNNLO MS | RI conversion relation
have been used to transform the lattice results for the RI light quark masses into those for the MS
ones. In [58] the results for the (QED) fermion mass and eld anomalous dimensions ( Eqs. (54,55,




Below we list the full three loop results for the quark propagator6 computed in general covariant gauge
with the tree gluon propagator
1
q2
(g − (1− L)qq=q2):
For SU(N) gauge group colour factors have the values CA = N , CF = (N2 − 1)=(2N) and T =
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3
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3 − 332 4 +
5
8
5 − 1861768 L +
43
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7Note that these results are expanded in as =
αs
pi
and not in αs
4pi
as in Eqs. (34) to (37).
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L − 116 3 L
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The quark mass and eld anomalous dimensions for general SU(N) and for the MS, RI and RI’
schemes are listed below. See Eq. (46) for the conventions. For the MS case also the eld anomalous
22
dimension γ2 is given for general gauge and SU(N), while for the RI and RI’ only the Landau-gauge





































































N6 + 21 3
− 47
2
N2 3 + 52N4 3 +
1157
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N 3 − 85N3 3 − 8896 N
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− 17N2 − 22 3N2 + 126239432 N






N − 2 3N − 18611216 N
























N6 + 21 3
− 149
4
N2 3 − 41336 N
4 3 − 5926932 N
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− 40 5 − 60N2 5 + 194564 N
4 5 − 1375128 N































N52L − 4N 3 + 8N3 3 −
35
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N5 L 3 − 724N
52L 3 − 3N3 4 −
21
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N6 + 25 3 + 31N2 3
− 10975
64
N4 3 − 111719192 N













































































































N6 + 25 3 + 31N2 3
− 12031
64
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